Abstract. The metabolic syndrome has become a significant problem in Asian countries recently due to the change in dietary habit and life style. Bayesian networks provide a robust formalism for probabilistic modeling, so they have been used as a method for prognostic model in medical domain. Since K2 algorithm is influenced by an input order of the attributes, optimization of BN attribute ordering is studied. This paper proposes an evolutionary optimization of attribute ordering in BN to solve this problem using a genetic algorithm with medical knowledge. Experiments have been conducted with the dataset obtained in Yonchon County of Korea, and the proposed model provides better performance than the comparable models.
Introduction
The metabolic syndrome is composed of a cluster of metabolic disorders including abdominal obesity, insulin resistance, dyslipedemia and hypertension, and the correlation between metabolic syndrome and coronary heart disease was reported in previous studies [1] . It affects around 25% of adults over the age of 20 and up to 45% over age 50 in the United States [2] . In Asian countries, it has become a significant problem lately due to the change in dietary habit and life style. In situations like this, many groups have been studying the metabolic syndrome from all over the world [1] [2] .
The Bayesian network has emerged in recent years as a powerful technique for handling uncertainty in complex domains [3] . It is a model of a joint probability distribution over a set of random variables. The Bayesian network is represented as a directed acyclic graph where nodes correspond to variables and arcs correspond to probabilistic dependencies between connected nodes [3] . Bayesian networks have been used for prediction or classification problem in the medical domain and shown high performance. In particular, they have been applied successfully to the modeling of diagnosis and prognosis for diverse diseases [4] [5] [6] . There have been many black box tools that classify or predict several diseases, and neural networks are the representative example. Bayesian networks have strengths that they can use the domain knowledge easily and analyze the results compared to them [5] . Even though sometimes they are not better than neural networks in terms of accuracies, Bayesian networks are appropriate methods in the medical domain that require analyzing the results with medical knowledge.
This paper deals with a problem that predicts the metabolic syndrome with the dataset obtained in Yonchon County of Korea. This paper makes a prognostic model using Bayesian network, and has used the K2 algorithm by Cooper and Herskovits in order to learn its structure [7] . Since the result of the K2 algorithm is influenced by an input ordering of the attributes, an optimization of this ordering has been also studied [7] . This paper proposes an efficient optimization method using a genetic algorithm with medical domain knowledge in order to solve this problem. Contrary to the conventional methods, after clustering similar attributes into each group, an ordering of the groups and an ordering of the attributes in each group have been performed in turns. By applying the medical domain knowledge, an efficient and reliable evolution process can be conducted. Subsequently, the experiments using the proposed prognostic model have been done after the structure and parameter learning processes in order to show its usefulness.
The Problem: The Metabolic Syndrome
The definition of the metabolic syndrome was provided by the National Cholesterol Since this original standard is not appropriate for Asian, we have used modified the definition for Asian of the abdominal obesity (waist circumference >90 cm in men and >80 cm in women) in this paper [8] . Fig. 1 illustrates the flowchart that makes the proposed prognostic model. This process can be divided into four main parts: pre-processing, attribute ordering, BN learning, and prediction processes. For the pre-processing part, medical domain knowledge has been applied, so the prediction model would be more reliable. For the attribute ordering part, a genetic algorithm has been also used in order to optimize the ordering of the model efficiently. The structure and parameter learning processes have been conducted after the attribute ordering, and the whole process is finished with prediction of input samples. 
Prognostic Modeling of the Metabolic Syndrome

Data Pre-processing and Attribute Selection
The pre-processing part subdivides into the pre-processing and an attribute selection. Here, we have decided the discrete states of the attributes since most attributes have continuous values and BN requires discrete states. The medical literatures [1, 2, 8] and experts have given a help for this process. Table 1 demonstrates the attributes and their possible states. Explaining a few important attributes here, fasting glucose is divided into normal (<110), impaired glucose metabolism (110~125) and diabetes (>125). Triglyceride is increased if its value is larger than 150, or normal. In case of HDL cholesterol, it is decreased (abnormal) when it is smaller than standard value, 40 in men and 50 in women. The standards for state discrimination used here are significant since they have been used by medical experts [8] .
We have chosen the informative attributes for the prognostic model after the preprocessing. As described in section 2, basic attributes required for defining metabolic syndrome are eight. However, there are more attributes that influence the metabolic syndrome such as age, 2-hour postprandial glucose, hypertension and body mass index [9] . Among these four attributes, the information of hypertension is redundant with the information of basic attributes. Therefore, we have proposed the Bayesian network model using 11 attributes, which include eight basic attributes and additional three informative attributes of age, 2-hour postprandial glucose and body mass index for the prognostic model of the metabolic syndrome. It is well-known that age is closely related to the metabolic syndrome and 2-hour postprandial glucose influence fasting glucose of an important attribute [9, 10] . Body mass index is selected because it is related to obesity, which is related to the metabolic syndrome. 
Evolutionary Optimization of Attribute Ordering
For the structure learning process of the Bayesian network, we have used the K2 algorithm, which is subject to an ordering of attributes when they are input. Therefore, an attribute ordering optimization has been studied to make Bayesian network more accurate. Larranaga et al. regarded this ordering problem as an ordering of cities in the TSP (Traveling Salesman Problem), and applied several genetic algorithms that had been used for the TSP [7] . We have also used the genetic algorithm to optimize attribute ordering and applied medical domain knowledge to make a model more efficiently.
1) Optimizing Attribute Group Ordering
As illustrated in attribute ordering part of Fig. 1 , grouping of similar attributes is performed first. It is so complicated that we cannot simplify the causal relationship among attributes, but it is known that the attributes related to obesity are expressed first and ones related to metabolic disorder follow generally [10] . We have grouped twelve attributes, 11 attributes and a label, based on this information, so three attributes (waist circumference, body mass index, and ratio of waist-hip circumference) related to obesity and four attributes (fasting glucose, 2-hour postprandial glucose, triglyceride, and HDL cholesterol) related to metabolic disorder are grouped, respectively. The remaining five attributes are treated as five groups with a single attribute, respectively.
Subsequently, an ordering of these seven attribute groups is optimized. Ordering of attribute groups is optimized first, and then ordering of attributes in each group is optimized. These two processes are repeated until there is no change of ordering after each optimization step.
2) Application of the Genetic Algorithm
Details of chromosome representation, selection, and genetic operations are as follows.
Fig. 2. Chromosome representation
As shown in Fig. 2 , supposing each chromosome consists of m attribute groups, each group has group ID, the number of attributes in each group, and attributes themselves in each group, general genetic operations can be conducted. Attribute ordering of initial chromosome is decided randomly, and the fitness of each individual is evaluated in terms of the predictive accuracy because this paper focuses on the prognostic modeling.
After evaluating the fitness of individuals, individuals for the next generation are selected using rank-based selection method. In (1), I (g, j) means the jth individual in the gth generation, and Rank(f (I (g, j) )) means the rank of each individual based on the fitness. n represents the number of individuals, and p (g ,j) , the probability that each individual I (g, j) is selected, can be provided as shown in (1).
Crossover and mutation operations follow the selection process. Larranaga et al. compared several crossover operators on the TSP, and cycle crossover (CX) operator was the best [9] . This operator provides high performance even though the number of individuals is small. It attempts to create an offspring from the parents where every position is occupied by a corresponding element from one of the parents [7] . Fig. 3 illustrates an example of CX operation. There are two cycles in each individual, and they are crossed over each other.
Fig. 3. An example of CX operation
Displacement mutation (DM) operator has been used for mutation operation. This operator provided the best performance when it was used with CX operator in Larranaga's work [7] . First, it selects a random substring and removes it, and it inserts this substring into random position. Fig. 4 shows an example of DM operation.
Fig. 4. An example of DM operation
The K2 Algorithm Input:
A set of n nodes, An ordering on the nodes, An upper bound u on the number of parents a node can have, A dataset D including m cases.
Output:
A printout of each node and its parents. With the evolved ordering decided before, we train the Bayesian network using the K2 algorithm [13] . The K2 algorithm narrows down the search space by fixing an order of the attributes. The probabilities of nodes have been calculated from the frequency counts of the learning data. Fig. 5 provides the pseudo-code of the K2 algorithm.
Given dataset D, the K2 algorithm searches the set of parent nodes that maximizes P( s B , D) for every node. K2 starts by assuming that nodes do not have parents. For every step, it incrementally adds specific parent whose addition increases the probability of the result structure most. These processes continue until the addition of a single parent cannot increase the probability. K2 is a greedy heuristic, and it does not guarantee the structure with the highest probability. The details are provided in [13] .
Once the structure of Bayesian network is decided, parameter values of each node are calculated from the frequency of learning data, and then the prognostic model of the metabolic syndrome is completed.
Experimental Results
Experimental Data
The dataset used in this paper was examined for epidemiological research of the local community. The surveys were conducted twice in 1993 and 1995 in Yonchon County of Korea. 2,293 subjects were participated in the first survey, and 1,193 of them were participated in the second survey [12] . We have used the data of 1,135 subjects who did not include missing values and the 18 attributes that could influence the prediction of the metabolic syndrome. After that we have decided whether each sample would belong to the metabolic syndrome or not. 18 attributes and the distribution by states are shown in Table 2 .
Parameters and Settings
In order to compare the result of Bayesian network model with the other models, neural network (NN) and k-nearest neighbors (kNN) prediction models have been used. 11 input nodes, 20 hidden nodes, and 2 output nodes are used for NN, and k of kNN is fixed as 3 having shown the best performance in a preliminary experiment.
For the genetic algorithm, population size is set as 20, and the process has evolved by the generation of 100. The population size is small because the total search space is not so large. The number of possible combinations is 7!, but the time cost is expensive using an exhaustive method since the learning and inference processes are required for every individual of every generation. The selection rate of 0.8 and mutation rate of 0.02 are used. Crossover rate is set as 1.0, but it is less than that because the result of the CX operation sometimes is not changed.
For experiments before evolution, 10-fold cross validation is repeated 30 times, and the average is used for the result. For evolution process, we have divided the data into three parts with the ratio of 3:1:1. The first part is used for the learning, the second one is used for the validation, and the last one is used for the test. 
Experimental Results
First, we have conducted comparison experiments among Bayesian network models that have different numbers of attributes. The first model is BN with eight basic attributes, the second one is the proposed model with 11 selected attributes, and the last one is the BN model with all attributes. Table 3 indicates that the result of 11 attributes is the best. We have applied the proposed method to total 1,135 data, and Fig. 6 illustrates the evolution process. It evolves well since average and the highest fitness values get a little higher accordingly as the generation grows. The highest fitness converges after the 60th generation, and the average fitness converges after a few generations.
After that, we have compared the model of optimized ordering with the model of random ordering. Table 4 provides the comparison result in terms of accuracy. Here, the difference between two models is statistically significant (p<0.001). Finally, we have compared the BN model after attribute optimization with two other models of neural networks and k nearest neighbors that have been frequently used in pattern recognition field in order to solve the prediction problem. Table 5 shows the comparison result with accuracy, and the differences of the proposed model and other models (BN vs. NN, BN vs. 3NN ) are statistically significant (p<0.001). Generally, NN has strength in accuracy though it cannot be interpreted easily. However, BN model has provided better performance, and we can guess that the pre-processing and attribute selection processes using medical domain knowledge were effective.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a Bayesian network model with evolutionary algorithm in order to predict the metabolic syndrome. In processes of building the prognostic model, we applied the medical domain knowledge in order to make the model more reliable. We also adopted the genetic algorithm to optimize attribute ordering, and completed the model efficiently using the medical domain knowledge in the optimization process.
We verified that the proposed method provided better performance compared with the model before ordering optimization as well as other models such as neural networks and k-nearest neighbor.
